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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a vector space over a field F, H a subgroup of S, , the symmetric 
group of degree n (written H < S,), and x a linear character of H, i.e., 
x is an homomorphism of H into F*, the multiplicative group of F. Let V” 
be the Cartesian product of 12 copies of V. If W is any vector space over F 
then a multilinear mapf: V” -+ W is symmetric w.r.t. (H, x) if 
f&4,) Y---P %hd = XWf(% T-*-Y %A VCTEH and xi E v. 
A vector space R, together with a map f: V” -+ R symmetric w.r.t. (H, x), 
is a symmetry class of tensors w.r.t. (H, X) over V if the following condition 
holds: for any vector space W over F and for any map g: Vn -+ W symmetric 
w.r.t. (H, x), there exists a unique linear map h: R - W such that hf = g, 
i.e., such that the diagram 
R h -+W 
is commutative. 
The space of symmetry classes of tensors w.r.t. (H, x) over V always exists 
and is unique up to vector space isomorphism. We call such space, briefly, 
an (H, X)-space over V and, as in [6], denote it by I/‘,“(H). The vectors 
f 6% >*.*, x,) are called decomposable or pure vectors and are usually denoted 
by x~*...*x,. They generate the space Vxn(H). The spaces I/‘,“(H) 
include, for a particular choice of H and X, the Tensor and Grassmann spaces 
* This paper is a part of the author’s doctoral thesis written under the direction 
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over I’, i.e., if N L= 1 and x -= 1, then V,“(H) = @:” I’ and if N ~~ S,, and 
x ::= “sign of the permutation” character, then &‘,“(H) -= A”( I’). 
Let .4 = (ai,l) be an n x n matrix over 8’. Define 
4Y4 = c XC”) I? %,“(d . OEH i-l 
Such a function is known as a generalized matrix function or a Schur function 
of which the determinant det(A) and the permanent per(A) are special 
instances. Now, an inner product on I’ induces an inner product on V,‘“(N) 
which is a generalized matrix function. The induced inner product is given by 
(x1 * “’ * x, > Yl * .‘. *yn) = dxH((xi , Y,~)), xi, yj E I;, where ( , ) is the 
inner product on V. This sets a multilinear algebra framework for handling 
matrix inequalities which involve generalized matrix functions (see [4-71). 
Such multilinear algebra techniques are used, for example in [4], to give a 
simple proof of the classical result of Schur [8] that for a positive definite 
hermitian matrix, det A < dxH(A). In fact, this inequality is shown to be a 
special case of a more general matrix inequality. 
In [S], Singh gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a decomposable 
vector x1 * ... x- x,, to be zero in the space V,“(H) in terms of generalized 
matrix functions of certain coefficient matrices. In [I I], S. Williamson gives 
a more explicit solution to the problem when I’ is a unitary space and H is 
an abelian group all of whose transitive constituents arc cyclic. In [lo], 
Westwick discusses the structure of the group H in some of the cases when 
I/,“(H) is the trivial space. 
In this paper we consider the problem of extending the construction of 
the Tensor, Grassmann, and Symmetric algebras to a larger class of spaces 
of symmetry classes of tensors. This, in turn, leads us to consider a class of 
permutation groups which are closed under certain “translation” of permuta- 
tions. We look into the structure of these “translation invariant” groups and 
the structure of the lattice of such groups. Finally we show that the new 
algebras constructed, as the “classical” ones, can be defined in terms of a 
universal mapping property. 
2. Let 1; be a vector space over a fixed field F and let S, denote the 
full symmetric group on (I, 2,..., n}. For each n ::z 1, consider the pair 
(H, , xn) where H, < S,, and xn is a linear character of H,, , i.e., xrb is a 
homomorphism H, +F*. Let I’, (together with a mapf,!) be an (H, , ,y,J- 
space over V as defined in Section I. Set V,, ::- F and let V[(H, , xJ] = 
on>” v-72 . Since the isomorphic copy of V,L in V[{H, , xn}] is also an 
(H, , Xn)-space over V, we can assume that Y,{ is a subspace of V[{H, , xn}] 
and so Wff, , xdl = Lb0 v,. The d ecomposable vectors f,>(~t ,..., x~,) 
are denoted by si * ... * x,, , n .> 1. 
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It is then natural to ask the following question: For what sequences of 
pairs WL , xn)b is it possible to define an (associative) multiplication on 
W% > xn>l by 
( x1 * ..* * x,) . (y1* ... *ya) = x, * ..* * x, *y1* ... *yq 
for every p > 0, 4 > 0. If V[{H, , xn}] admits such “star” multiplication for 
every vector space V over F, we say that the sequence of pairs {(Hn , xJ)~,~ 
is admissible. 
Suppose S, is canonically embedded in Sn+i and let S, = lJnal S, , i.e., 
S, is the group of all permutations of finite degree on {I, 2, 3,...}. Let 0 E S, 
and suppose (T is the product of the transpositions (0~~ &)(a2 /3J *.. (at /3,). We 
define &I to be the permutation (ai + j & + j)(ols + j /?a + j) ... (at + j fit + j) 
for each j 3 0. Clearly this definition of &I is independent of the decomposi- 
tion of 0 into product of transpositions and we call &I the j-th translate of (T. 
Given H < S, , then H[jldefn = {&l/u E H} and if x is a linear character of 
H, then x[jl: HIjl +F* defined by x[jl(cJjl) = x(u) is a linear character of 
HW Furthermore, we write (HI, xi) < (H, , xa) if HI < H, and x2/H, , 
the restriction of xz to HI is x1 . 
Given {(K , xn)bl and V[(H, , xn}] = C+,, V, , the admissibility of 
the sequence implies the existence of bilinear maps B,,, : V, x V, - I’,,, 
defined by (x~*...*x?,, ~~*...*y~)~~~*...*~~*y~*...*y~, for 
every p > 0, q > 0. Conversely, given the existence of the BB,*‘s, we can 
define multiplication on &,, V,, by *, and hence {(Hn , x,J}~~~ is admis- 
sible [3, Chap. 11. 
THEOREM 2.1. The sequence Wn , xn)hl is admissible if and only if for 
everyp > 0, q > 0: 
(9 (H* 9 xa) -=L (&+a 9 Xs+a) 
(ii) Wf”], xLpl) < W,+, , xp+A. ,z 
Proof. Ifx=x,*..* * x, is a decomposable vector in V, and if u E S, , 
we denote the vector x,(r) * ... * x,,(,) by za. By the definition of V, as an 
(H, , XJ-space over V it follows that z0 = xn(u)z if u E H, . 
Now let p > 0, q > 0 be fixed but arbitrary and let V” denote the Cartesian 
product of 1z copies of V. Define the maps BQ(x, ,..., x,): Vq+ VP+, by 
B,(Y~ ,..., ~a): VP - VP+, by 
(x1 ,..., Xe)-fX1*~~~*X,*yl*~~~*ya. 
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Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. \Ve first show- that B”(x~ ,..., ?cl,) 
is symmetric w.r.t. (H, , xa) for every p-tuple (x1 ,..., .rD) where xi t 1’. By (ii), 
IIlt”’ < HY+R and ,y,l+R/HrP] ::~ x:1. So if CJ E H 
~~+~(a[nl) = x~‘(~tr’J) which by definition is x&a). Let 
then &J E H,,, and 
then 
P CD1 = x1 * ... * .xD *ye(l) * ... *y&J 
- (x*+*(Wb as 01 t H,,, 
= (X”(U))% 
i.e., (BB(xr ,..., s~,))(rocl) ,..., yuo) = x,(a)(B% ,..., x,)>(rl ,..., yq) for every 
u E H, . So, Bq(x^r ,..., x,) is symmetric w.r.t. (W, , x,J. As V, is an (H, , x0)- 
space over V, there exist unique maps @(x, ,..., xp) in hom,( V, , FD,.q) such 
thaty,*...*yq--t~v,c...*x,xy,a...*y,.Similarlyby(i),B,(y,,...,y,) 
is an (H, , XJ-map for every q-tuple (yr ,..., yn). From this we can deduce 
that the map given by (x1 ,..., x1,) - B”(x, ,..., xv) is also symmetric w.r.t. 
(H, , x9), and so there exists a unique linear map C-, - hom,( FTq , I’,-, ,) or 
equivalently, a bilinear map I/, x F, + V,,, This bilinear map is the 
previously defined map B,,, . 
Conversely, suppose the sequence {H, , ~~}~,a is admissible, i.e., 
WH, > xn>l = Zc o I',, is an algebra with multiplication defined by # for 
every vector space V. Choose an infinite-dimensional space I’ and let n ;y 1 
be fixed but arbitrary. Suppose e, ,..., err are linearly independent vectors in 7 I 
and let z = e, c ... K e,, E V,, . It is well known [9] that if (T $ H, then x and 
zU are linearly independent. Suppose that 0 t HP,+, and 0 4 H,, . Then: 
-u - = ed,) * ... * ed,-,) * e,, 
== ( e,(,) * ... c e,(,pl)) x e, 
= (x,~-~(u) e, * ... x en-,) * eT1 
== (x,-,(a))(e, * ... -r e,,) 
.:-- (x,,-1(4)z 
which contradicts the linear independence of z and P. Thus H,_, < H, 
and, clearly, x%/H~-~ must be xn+r . In a similar way we can show that 
HFjl < H, and xn/Hpjl = xpjl . This being true for every n :> 1, we then 
get (i) and (ii) by induction, which completes the proof. 
Let Wn T xn)lnBo be an admissible sequence. By (i) of Theorem 2.1, 
H, < H,,, Vn > 0. Let I-I = (JjL>a H,L, then H is a subgroup of S, and, 
by (ii), H[ll < H. Let x: H + F* be defined by x(o) = ~~(0) if (5 E H, . 
Then, by (i) and (ii), x is a well-defined linear character on H such that 
x(cm) = x(u) vu E H. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. A subgroup H of S, such that HE11 < H is called 
translation-invariant (briefly, H is a t - i group). If x is a linear character 
of H such that ~(a[~]) = x(u), u E H, then (H, x) is called a translation-incur- 
iunt pair. 
Every admissible sequence defines a unique t - i pair. It can be shown 
that two admissible sequences define the same t - i pair if and only if they 
differ only on finitely many terms. With each t - i pair (H, x) we associate 
an algebra in the following way: Let H, = {u E H/a(m) = m Vm > n} and 
let xn = x/H,. The pair (H, , xn) is denoted by (H, x)~ . Given a vector 
space V over F we denote the previously defined V[{(H, x)~}] simply by 
VW, xl. The sequence {W, x),Ax clearly satisfies (i) and (ii) of 2.1., i.e., 
it is admissible. Thus V[H, x] is an (regularly-graded) algebra over F with 
multiplication given by *. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If (H,x) is a translation-invariant pair then the algebra 
V[H, x] is called the algebra of symmetry classes of tensors w.r.t. (H, x) over V. 
We shall show in Section 5 that these algebras satisfy a universal property 
and include the Tensor, Grassmann and Symmetric algebras. We shall first 
look into the structure of the translation-invariant groups. 
3. Let H be a nontrivial translation-invariant group, i.e., HI11 < H. 
We assume that H moves 1, for if H stabilizes 1, 2,..., p, then H = G[pI, 
where G is t - i and moves 1. It follows directly that the orbits for the action 
of H on (1, 2, 3 ,... > are the sets Zi,k = {i, i + k, i + 2h ,... }, 1 < i < h, for 
some k > 1. If H has k orbits we say that H is of type-h. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every t - i group contains all the even permutations on 
each of its orbits. 
Proof. Let H be a t - i group and consider u E H such that u moves 1. 
If m is the largest integer moved by u then u’ = cJm-lj is in H, it moves m 
and it fixes 1, 2,..., m - 1. If u moves (y. to m and u’ moves m to /3 then 
u’ u-l u’-l u is the three-cycle (am 8). Suppose it acts on the first orbit 
Z,,, = (1, 1 + K, 1 + 2K,...}. Since the action of H is transitive on the orbits 
there is a permutation Q E H which moves 01 to 1. Conjugating (a m /3) by 
Q we get the cycle (1 m’ /3’). Again, by transitivity and the translation-invar- 
iance of H, there is an Q- in H such that m’ is moved by 7s to 1 + k leaving 
1 fixed. Conjugating (1 m’ /I’) by 7s we get (1 1 + K /3”). Further conjugation 
by an appropriate r/s will yield the cycle (1 1 + K 1 + 2K). By translation, 
all cycles of the form (ii + K i + 2k), i > 0, are in H and they generate all 
the even permutations on each of the orbits. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. H is translation-invariant ;f and only ;f H[ll = H n $1. 
Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient. If H is a t - i group, then 
H[ll C H and H[ll C $1, thus H111 C H n Sgl. To prove the inclusion in 
the other direction, suppose that 7 E H n SE’, i.e., 7 = a[11 E H for some 
UES,. We want to show that o is already in H. 
,4s a[ll is in H it has the form oL1l = Q ... qk where Q acts on the orbit 
.&, , 1 < i < k. Clearly, o also has the form or ... ok . But &I E H implies 
that (~l~l)[~~rl = olkl = oFI ... orI is in II and oILI is a permutation of Z,,,, 
with the same parity as oi so pi = o&l is an even permutation. Let 
p =pl”‘pk, then p = a~[~] E H and thus u E H, which completes the proof. 
Define A,(k) =y --2,,, x ... >~ /Yk,ocr, where ,-1,,,, is the alternating group 
on the set Z,,{, , 1 < i < k, and define S,(k) analogously. If H is t - i group 
of type-k, then A,(k) -: H < S,(k). Let P(k) be the power set of the set 
(1, 2,..., k), considered as an abelian group with addition old P-the sym- 
metric difference of the sets QI and 13 in P(k) (the empty set 4 is then the 
zero element). The i-t/z-translate of a set 01 = (01~ ,..., at} in P(k) is the set 
cJi1 = ((01~ + i) mod k,..., (cxt + i) mod k), i > 0. If T is a subgroup of P(k), 
then Tril = {o~[il/~ E Tj and 1’ is translation-invariant mod (k) if T[ll < 1’. 
Furthermore, 01 t P(k) is even (resp. odd) if the set 01 has an even (resp. odd) 
number of elements. The empty set 4 is even. We define the Zength of a, 
denoted by j 01 1, to be the largest integer in the set 01. It will be convenient 
to define 14 1 = k + 1 in P(k). 
Consider u E S,(k), i.e., u =- o1 ... u,, , where Us is a permutation on Zi,,( . 
Suppose that uE1 ,..., uat are the odd permutations among u1 ,..., uJc . Define 
R(u) = {a1 ,..., at>, i.e., R is a map S,(k) --t P(k) such that R(m) = 
R(u) AR(T) and R(&l) ~:~ R(u)[‘J u, 7 E S,(k), and so R is an homomorphism 
of groups. Ker R = {u E S,(k) 1 R(u) = +} = A,(k) and the usual corre- 
spondence of groups clearly gives a one-to-one correspondence between the 
type-k translation-invariant groups and the translation-invariant mod(k) 
groups. 
Let 2, be the collection of all the t - i mod(k) subgroups of P(k). A set 
S C P(k) is said to generate G E --Ic T if G is the smallest such group contain- 
ing S. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Every GE& is singly-generated. There is a unique 
canonical generator 01 of minimal length and any /3 E G has the form 
dWl ... Lldi~l for some ij > 0, 1 <j < t. 
Proof. Let G E 2, and choose 01 E G such that / 01 1 is smallest. 01 is unique, 
sinceifol,EG,ol,#olandIol,j=~IolI,then~ol,isinGandjad~,I<1olI 
which is impossible. 
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Choose any /I E G and let d1 = I/3 1 - 1 01 I. If d1 # 0 put & = cJdlldlg, 
d, = 1 /3, I - I 01 ) and continue inductively to define pi = ~~[%i/3~-~ , 
d,+l = / /li / - I (y. /. By the construction, dl > d, > .“; so eventually we 
have d,, # 0 and d,+l = / pn 1 - I OL / = 0, i.e., / Pn / = I 01 j and by unique- 
ness of CL, CL = t9, = c~[~&.ljI~~-~ = olcd&l ... da[Qlfl. Therefore, 
as required. 
We denote G E 2, by T[o;l where 01 is the canonical generator of G described 
above. In general we call /I E P(k) a g enerator if and only if there exists G E 2, 
such that G = T[fi]. In particular, (1) is the generator of the whole group 
P(k), i.e., P(k) = T[{l}], and 4 = T[+]. It is easily shown that if rd divides 
k then 01 = (1, 1 + d,..., 1 + (r - l)d} is a generator in P(k). 
As a consequence of 3.3 we show that every t - i group is completely 
determined by a unique canonical permutation. 
Let H be a type-k t - i group and T[a] E Z1, the corresponding group 
under the homomorphism R defined above. Define a permutation u as 
follows: 
u= (ll+kl+W 1 
if 01=$ 
(011011 + k)(a2 a2 + k) **- (at at + k) if cy = (01~ ,..., at}. 
Then: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Every permutation in H is a product of translates of u, 
i.e., if 7 E H then r = Jill ... afin for some ij > 0 and n > 0. 
Proof. From the definition of (T it follows that R(u) = 01 hence u is in H 
as T[ol] is the corresponding t - i mod(k) group. 
Let H' = {utid ... Jinl/ij >, 0, n > O}. H’ is clearly a t - i group and 
f1’ < H. Let T[or’] be the corresponding t - i mod(k) group, then 
T[cx’] < T[ol]. But 0 E H’ implies R(U) = CY. E T[cx’] thus T[m] < T[or’]. There- 
fore T[cx] = T[ol’] and H = H’. 
We call (T the generator of H. 
EXAMPLE. Let k = 4. The complete set of generators in P(4) is given 
by ao =Uh (111 =U,% ~2 =U, 31, 01s = (1, 2, 3,4}, and ~14 = 4. In this 
case the groups T[cx,] in 2, form a descending chain P(4) = T[cq,] > T[ol,] > 
... > T[aJ =c#. 
Let Hi , 0 < i < 4, be the corresponding type-4 t - i group with gener- 
ator ui . Then a0 = (1 5) ur = (1 5)(2 6), up = (1 5)(3 7), us = (1 5)(2 6) 
(3 7)(4 8), u4 = (1 5 9), and S,(4) = Ho > ... > H4 = A,(4). 
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4. Consider a t -- i mod(k) group T[a]. In 3.3, wc have shown that 
any /3 E T[a] has the form olrilld ... datitl for some positive integers ir ,..., i, , 
which we can clearly assume to be distinct. Furthermore, as cy -m= &‘I : atkl, 
we can assume that I c< i, -’ k for j = I,..., t so, in fact, {ir ,..., iJ is in P(k). 
We therefore, introduce the following notation: if 01, /3 E P(R) and 
13 ~- Vl ,..., pt), define al61 -= ,[Blld ... d,lfltl. Let nl@l : 4. Then V’n, /3, y in 
P(k), 
T.1. ,loo*~l z-z ~l~l~~[Yi 
3-J. (,W)l:4 = (,bl)lj3;, 
T.3. (,[al)[ll] = &[l’l, 
T.4. ,lfll = prq 
Thus, any y E ~‘[cz] can be written (nonuniquely) as y : JDl for some /3 E P(k), 
and /3 is said to be a representation for y in T[cy]. The representation is ezen 
(resp. odd) if /3 is even (resp. odd). 
DEFINITION 4.1. The principal subgroup of T[ol] is {r E T[ol]/y has an 
even representation}. T[a] is terminal if it is its own principal subgroup. 
The principal subgroup of T[cy] is also in 2,( Suppose T[oi] is not terminal 
and let T[ol,] be its principal subgroup. Consider y E T[ol] of the form 
y : ,ISl, where /3 == { 1, k}. By definition, y -= ~[ll~J”‘l = ~lll~~ and 
y t T[ol,] as p is even. Furthermore, as y I ~~~ j (Y -1 1, y has minimal length 
in T[a,] and by 3.3 it is the generator T[a,], i.e., OCR = y. We note that T[oc,] 
is of index 2 in T[ol]. Starting with any T[ol,] we then have a strictly descending 
chain of groups in 2,) T[ol,] > ... Y T[ol,)] where T[cx~+,] is the principal 
subgroup of T[ol,], 0 < Z < n, and 7’[a+,] is terminal. Among all such chains, 
those who have maximal length are called principal chains in X1, If 
7’[01,] > ... > ~‘[cxJ is a principal chain, then T[E,] is called initial. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. T[ao] is initial if and only if 0~~ is odd. 
Proof. Consider an even generator 0~. If u -= 4 we let /3 = {l, 2,..., kj. 
If (y. = {~yr , 01~ ,..., 01~~~~ , a&], where u, < ait 1 < i < 2t, we let 
/3 = l$l{i/2j - 1 ~5, i < 2j}. 
In either case, @l@ll ~~ 0~. Let G E 2, be the group generated by /3, then as 
1 /3 / = / 01 ~ - 1, /3 must have minimal length in G and so G -= T[p]. The 
chain T[ol] > T[ol,] > ... can thus be extended to a longer chain 
T[p] A T[n] 5 T[(Y,] . ... . If /3 is odd, this chain cannot be enlarged any 
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further on the left hand side, for if T[fi] was the principal subgroup of 
T[p,], then p would be the symmetric-difference of two sets each of the 
same cardinality and hence an even set. 
The chain in the example of the last section is a principal chain in 2, . 
We shall denote the (unique) principal chain containing the group T[ol] by 
Chn(ol). Thus Chn(ol) = Chn(p) if and only if T[a] and T[/I] lie on the 
same principal chain. In particular, there are two (not necessarily distinct) 
principal chains in 2, , Chn({l}) w h ose initial group is T[(l}] = P(k) and 
Chn(+) whose terminal group is T[+] = 4. 
We can define certain duality in the lattice of the t - i mod(k) groups as 
follows: for any T[ol] we consider the onto homomorphism P(k) -+ T[a] 
given by /3 - c&Y The kernel is called the annikiZuto~ of T[ol] and is denoted 
by AT[ol], i.e., AT[ol] = {/3 E P(k)/@] = +}. AT[a] is clearly a t - i 
mod(k) group and as T[ol] = P(k)/AT[cu] we have j T[ar] j . / AT[ol]l = 
1 P(k)] = 2”. 
Considering A as a map X6 - XR we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. A is idempotent, i.e., A2T[or] = T[a]. 
Pyoof. Let /3 be the generator of AT[a], i.e., AT[or] = T@], then 
01 = 4. But by property T. 4., /I[~] = #I = 4, and so 01 E AT[/3], which 
implies that T[ol] < AT[/3] = A2T[a]. But 
I T[a]I . I AT[a]l = 2” = 1 AT[a]/ . I A2T[a]I 
hence I T[cu]I = 1 A2T[ol]l and T[ol] = A2T[a]. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If T[cY] is a subgroup of index Y in T[fi] then AT@] is 
a subgroup of index Y in AT[a]. Furthermore, ?‘[a] is the principal subgroup 
of T[fi] if and only if AT@] is the principal subgroup of AT[a]. 
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of the definition of the 
annihilator. Suppose T[ol] is the principal subgroup of T[fl], then 01 = @l/It’]. 
Let &, fl be the generators of AT[ol] and AT[/J, respectively. To prove that 
AT[p] is the principal subgroup of AT[ol] it suffices to show that 
p = &l&l. But: 
(YE’;1 = + = (/g&“l)[“l 
= ~[“l~(fj[11)1”1 by T.1 
z fj[“l~@[“l)[11 by T.2 
= ~r~l~/#“l by T.3 
= pe‘d”] by T.l 
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i.e., G&[‘] annihilates /I and it has minimal length in AT@]. Therefore, 
6 = atd&Pl which completes the proof. 
For each generator 01, let 6 be the generator of the annihilator of T[ol], i.e., 
T[G] = AT[n]. By 4.3, 15 = OL and we call G the dual of 01. If ,kI is any generator 
which annihilates a then 1 /3 1 -3 / - 1 N: since p E T[G]. So G is the (unique) gener- 
ator of minimal length which annihilates 01. If Chn(or): I’[ol,] A ... > T[olJ 
is any principal chain, then its dual is the principal chain 
Chn(5): 7’[G,,] > ... > T[oi,,]. 
Dual chains have the same length. Furthermore, T[a] is initial (resp. terminal) 
if and only if T[&] is terminal (resp. initial). In particular, if 01 = (1) then 
& = 4 hence Chn({l}) and Chn($) are dual chains. Since j 4 ~ m-7 k + 1 in 
P(k) we have 1 01 1 + 1 U : = h + 2 for 01 mm= (I). This can be shown to hold 
for any generator 01. Chn(cu) is self-duaZ if Chn(ol) = Chn(6). 
We conclude this section by a theorem on the length of a principal chain 
- m AL . Let n(h) be the largest integer n such that 2’” divides k. 
THEOREM 4.5. Esery principal chain in Xk has length 21L(k) + 1. 
Proof. We prove the theorem in four steps. 
(i) If T[/3] < T[u] and r[oi] is terminal, then T[p] is terminal. 
We show T[fl] terminal by proving T[P] initial. For suppose the contrary, 
then by 4.2., p is even and so every y in T[p] is even. But & is in T@] (since 
by 4.4 T[G] < T[/?]) and 5 is odd, hence a contradiction. 
(ii) Every principal chain in 2, has the same length 
Let Chn({l)): Jr’[a,J > ... :> T[ol,J and consider any other Chn(/3): 
T[&] > ‘.. > T[/?,,!]. Assume m > 71. As T[u,,] 7~ T[{l}] mm~ P(k), so 
T[&j < T[cu,] and it necessarily follows that 7’[/3J < T[aJ, 0 < i < n. But 
as T[oiJ is terminal so is T&l, contradicting that m > n. If m < n we reach 
the same contradiction by considering the dual chains, Chn({T)) = Chn(+) 
and Chn @). Therefore, m = n. 
(iii) If k is odd, then every principal chain in L,, has length 2. 
Consider Chn({l}) = T[{l)] > T[{ 1, 2}] > ... in Z1, . We need only prove 
that T[{l, 2}] is terminal. Consider the generator (1, 2,..., k}. It annihilates 
(1, 2) and it is the generator of minimal length with that property, i.e., 
(1, 2 ,..., k) and (1, 2) are dual generators. But {I, 2,..., k} is odd since k is 
odd, thus by 4.2, T[(l, 2,..., k}] is initial and then T[(l, 211 is terminal. This 
proves the theorem when k is odd. 
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(iv) If k is even then there exists a self-dual principal chain of length 
2n(k) + 1 in 5, . 
Let n = n(k), i.e., k = 2~, where r 3 1 is odd. Let 01 be the generator 
{ 1, 1 + 2+4}. Now arcal = 4, and so OL E T[E] which implies that 01 = Or. 
Therefore, Chn(or) is self-dual and T[ OL must be the middle term of the chain. ] 
By straightforward induction on n we can show that the initial group T[ol,] 
of Chn(or) has 01~ = (1, 1 + 2+l,..., 1 + (r - I) 2”-I}. Furthermore, given 
any T[/3] whatsoever, the generator of its principal subgroup is ,90~111 and 
so has length one greater than the length of /I. As T[cu] is the middle term of 
Chn(ol), the length of the chain must be 
2(1 01 1 - 1 a0 I) + 1 = 2[(1 + 2”-lr) - (1 f (r - 1) 271 + 1 = 2” + 1 
which completes the theorem: 
If Chn(ol): T[oi,] > ... > T[an] and Chn@): T[p,,] > ... > T&] are any 
two principal chains in 2, denote 
Chn(ol) < Chn(P) if T[cuJ < T&l VO < i < n. 
Then, Chn(+) < Chn(ol) < Chn({l}) for every generator OL in P(k). 
COROLLARY 4.6. There are precisely 2” + 1 translation-invariant groups 
of type-2”. 
Proof. If k = 2” then Chn({l}) is self-dual, i.e., Chn({l}) = Chn(+) and 
is therefore the only principal chain in P(2”). Its length is 2” + 1. 
EXAMPLE. There are 3 principal chains in 2, . By the theorem, each of 
the chains has length 3. They are: 
CWUH: W)l > W, 211 > W, 311, 
Chn({L 2,311: TN, 2,3)1 > THL4H > WI, 2,4,511, 
Chn(d): T[U,3, 511 > W, 2,...,6)1 > T[$l. 
Chn({l, 2, 3)) is self-dual and Chn(+) < Chn({l, 2, 3)) < Chn({l}). There 
are 9 t - i groups of type-6. 
5. Let H be a nontrivial translation-invariant group, i.e., H[ll < H. 
If H stabilizes 1, 2,..., r we relabel r + I, r + 2, r + 3 ,... as l’, 2’, 3’,... and 
thus we can assume that H moves 1. Suppose H is of type-k and so 
A,(k) < H < S,(k). We call H initial (resp. terminal) if the corresponding 
group in 2, is initial (resp. terminal). If (T is the canonical generator defined 
in 3.4, we write H = (u) (if H is trivial we let u = identity permutation). 
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Let F be a field, char F 4 2, and X: H + I J* a linear character such that 
~(01’1) X(U) VO E If, i.e., (H, X) is a translation-invariant pair. If7 t H =: <u/, 
then 7 is of the form 01~11 ‘.. aliJ, hence X(T) == x(a[zll) ‘.’ x(uIi~~l) =- (x(a))?‘, 
i.e., x is completely determined by X(U). If H _ -4,(R), then x must be the 
trivial character. In all other cases the generator CJ is a product of disjoint 
transpositions, so X(O) is either I or ~- 1. If X(O) ~ 1, then {T E ff/X(T) I j 
isar i subgroup of index 2 in H. \I’e therefore state: 
PROPOSITION 5. I. lf a f - i If =- <u> has a nontrivial linear character x 
such that (H, X) is a t -- i pair, then H is nontevminal and x(a) = ~ I. 
We remark that if H = (cr> is initial then o is a product of odd number of 
transpositions. In this case, a nontrivial x is just the “sign of the permutation” 
character. 
Finally, let I. be a vector space over F and let C’[H, x] be the algebra of 
symmetry classes of tensors over V defined in 2.3, i.e., if {H, x),,]~~>,, is the 
admissible sequence associated with the pair (H, x), then V[H, x] == 
c r,I ,) V, , where I’, is an (H, x),,- p s ace over C’ and I’, :mm F. Let A be an 
algebra (associative, with unit) overF. A linear mapf: V-+ =1 is an (H, x)-map 
if nE,f(x,,ci,) : X(U) nZ,f(x& where tl ~ (u\, m ~~~~ largest integer 
moved by u and xi t I-. In particular, the canonical injection i: I,--- E’[N, x] 
is an (H, X)-map since xCT(r) x ..’ + N,(,,,) = X(O) x1 s ... * x,,, . 
5.2. UNIVERSAL PROPERTY OF V[H, x]. Let A be any algebra ovey k 
and f: VT- A an (H, x)-map. Then there exists a unique homomorphism of 
algebras h: V[H, x] - A such that the diagram 
v , -- VW, xl 
commutes. 
Proof. Define multilinear mapsf,, : 1’” - &4 byf,(xr ,..., xn) : ny=“=,f(.~~), 
n 2 I. By a straightforward induction argument, f is an (H, x)-map if and 
only iffn is symmetric w.r.t. (15, x)~ Vn > 1. Therefore, we can define linear 
maps h, : V, + i2 by h,(x, * ... = xn) =fn(xl ,.,., x,) = n,TC,,f(xi). Let 
h,, : I’,, = F - A be the obvious injection and let h = x,,,.,, h, . Then, 
h: V[H, X] + ,il is a linear map such that the above diagram commutes. 
But, h(x * y) == h(x) h(y) for x, y t I’ and the vectors in V are generators (in 
the algebraic sense) of V[H, x], i.e., h is an homomorphism of algebras. 
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Application. The “classical” Tensor, Grassmann and Symmetric algebras 
are special instances of V[H, x]. If (H, x) is the trivial t - i pair then V[H, x] 
is simply the Tensor algebra @ V. Suppose H is a t - i group of type-l 
(transitive). By 3.1, H is either S, or A, . If H = S, then its generator is 
the transposition (1 2). Then, H has a nontrivial character (if charF # 2) 
namely, x = “sign of the permutation”. In this case, V[H, x] is universal 
w.r.t. linear maps f: V- A, where A is an F-algebra, such that 
fh) fb2) = -f(x2) f (4, i.e., V[H, X] = A(V) - the Grassmann algebra 
over I’. If x is the trivial character then V[H, x] is the Symmetric algebra 
over I/‘. 
In the case where H = A, , the generator of H is the 3-cycle (1 2 3) and 
x must be trivial. Thus we get an algebra which we may call the “Alternating” 
;gey; ;;“(i’: Ef( u;Fry;( ;.r.t,. lIl,,,r maps f: V + A satisfying 
Xl x2 x3 x2 x3 Xl , % E . 
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